The Bonne Bay Marine Station, in beautiful Gros Morne National Park, is a marine education/research facility operated by Memorial University (www.bonnebay.mun.ca). Our sea-life aquarium attracts over 10,000 visitors each summer. We are looking for energetic, enthusiastic individuals to deliver marine ecology interpretive programs, to visitors, school and tour groups both in the aquarium and on a tour boat.

**Job Duties:**
The successful candidate will be expected to:

- Deliver guided tours of our sea-life aquarium including biology of marine plants and animals as well as the geology and marine environments of the Bonne Bay region
- Feeding of marine invertebrates and fish as well as maintenance of aquaria
- Assist in the development and maintenance of interpretive displays
- Occasionally operate a cash register
- Deliver interpretive programs aboard a tour boat

**Job Training / Skills Development:**
On-site training is provided, including:

- Familiarization with Gros Morne National Park and Bonne Bay area (includes field trips)
- Introduction to the marine organisms of Bonne Bay and the Gulf of St. Lawrence regions
- Interpretation and experiential learning techniques, development of guided tours
- Use of cash register

**Job Qualifications:**
Candidates must be self-motivated, eager to learn, work as part of a team, and have the following:

- Strong natural sciences background, with an interest in marine biology
- Good oral and written communication skills
- Be comfortable working on the water
- Be comfortable holding marine creatures living in a touch tank
- Some interpretation experience and bilingualism would be assets

**Job Specifications:**

- **Full-time (40hours/week), $13.15/hour Accommodations provided at BBMS**
- May 7th-Sept 3rd, 2018
- Flexible schedule - weekend and evening work will be required.

**Email resume to:** Allison Eaton Manager, Bonne Bay Marine Station allison.eaton@mun.ca
Please quote job number in email.

**APPLICATION DEADLINE:** Monday February 26th, 2018 5 P.M.